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Early Child hood is a very important stage in the child’s life due to the speed of his growth

in all aspect. The advanced linguistic growth is usually shaped within these years. In

addition, the early development of the linguistic skills and faculties is of great importance

in this stage.

Therefore, the learning in the kindergarten stage constitutes a strong basis for the

pedagogical process in the primary stage and after, in away, to stimulate the child learner’s

motives through searching, working, exploring and playing. And such, The child needs the

stage of readiness before he learns to read. Perhaps the loss of this kind of skills in learning

Arabic reading is one of the reasons behind its backwardness and the child’s leaving of it.

Moreover, teaching the child the reading skill before he becomes ready for it, and

before he becomes ready from all directions : physically, mentally, socially and

emotionally and according to the different experiences, it won’t be a useless effect only,

but it might lead to frustration, disappointment and failure. Also it might create hatred

towards the teacher, the book and the school, or bad habits in reading.

The present study aims at answering the  following questions :

1. It there any difference in reading readiness, among the children who joined or

entered the kindergarten and those who didn’t in the first primary stage.  And finding

out the statistical significance of this difference.

2.Is there any difference among the children who entered in kindergarten and these who

didn’t according tot the variable of child sex (male or female).

3.Is there any difference among the children who entered in kindergarten and these who
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didn’t according to the variable of academic achievement of the parents .

4.Is there any difference among the children who entered in kindergarten and these who

didn’t according of the variable child arrangement among his siblings.

The research sample consists of (200) children, who joined the first primary stage :

100 children entered the kindergarten before entering the first primary stage and the other

100 children didn’t enter the kindergarten. The sample has chosen randomly.

For measuring reading readiness of the pupils, the researcher has prepared a test

consisting of five primary skills : visual discrimination,  audio discrimination vocabulary,

retention and information. Each primary skill includes a number  of secondary skills

according to which the basic test has been designed. To answer the test there are two

alternatives : true or false.

Test validity has been derived according to  1.)logical validity  2.)concurent

validity, and the validity ca-efficient was (0.78)   3.)construction validity.

Then the items have been analyzed statistically through measuring their ability to

discriminate and their difficulty co-efficient after showing them to the experts to chock

their reliability.

Test reliability has been calculated in two ways :

1.) half-division way and it was (0.79) before the correction and (0.89) after it.

2.) Kuder- Richardson  the way and it was (0.95).

After applying the scale on the research sample individually, the data have been

analyzed statistically by using the T test for two separated samples. The research has

reached the following results :

1.) There was no statistical difference at the level (0.05) among the children who

joined and who didn’t in the reading readiness.

2.) There was no statistical difference at the level (0.05) in reading readiness for the

children who joined and those who didn’t join the kindergarten according to the

variable sex.

3.) There was a statistical difference at the level (0.05) in reading readiness for the

children who joined and those who didn’t join the kindergarten according to the

variable of academic achievement of the parents.

4.) There was a statistical difference of the level (0.05) in reading readiness for the

children who joined and those who didn’t joint the kindergarten  according to the

variable of order or arrangement of the child.

In the light of these results, the researcher recommends that the nature of the linguistic

experiences presented to the child in the kindergarten should be reconsidered in addition to

the way they are presented to develop the skills of reading readiness. Moreover, it is
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important to shed light on the significance of reading readiness for the child in the

following stages of learning through training courses which the teachers are going to

attend during the career.

Finally the researcher presents the following suggestions for further studies .
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